
CHAPTER ONE 

A MORSEY LITTLE SECRET 

Dneg one, two and maybe even three 

Travel log. Ratadat Lael. 

I often used to lie in bed musing on the subject of my great novel. I had written a good few short 

stories and felt ready to move on to something weightier. I was no longer a youth, but neither 

was I mature. My life juice s still coursed through my body in a most vital and satisfying 1

fashion, without the slightest hint of treacherous stagnation, and my heart ached, not 

unpleasantly, in anticipation of my future literary triumphs. 

 I spent most dnegs  occupied with these thoughts, along with everydneg banalities not 2

worthy of the slightest mention. 

 I lived alone and found it hard to envision adventures, but I am a changeable fellow – I 

never felt down for too long and always had faith that the opportunity would arise and my time 

would come. 

 On that dneg, as I filled my bag with goose sausages and various other items, (which, by 

the way, I never saw again), I had no idea what was awaiting me. Such is the beauty of any 

journey without a particular destination. Of course the destination revealed itself soon enough, 

but enjoying that brief period of partial ignorance was something of a boon. 

 Vital liquids that pulse through the bodies of all Stazrians.1

 Stazr term referring to days.2
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 Slap was kicking his hind leg restlessly while I was preparing for the journey but, 

unusually, his obvious impatience did not give rise to one of my frequent bouts of misanthropy. 

Not that I am even sure this term can be applied to a shwine , being only a member of the lesser 3

races , however the definition of the word that I gleaned from one of those amusing Earth books 4

seemed appropriate. After all, what difference does it make whether enduring hostility is directed 

at a member of a superior or inferior race? 

At this point I think it would be appropriate to educate the reader as to the reason for my 

preparations and how this maratadat  appeared in my life. 5

 Everything happened, as always happens in a good story, unexpectedly and under rather 

obscure circumstances, which I will present for your consideration in just a few munites . 6

 It was one of those utterly ordinary dnegs when the prospect of dinner is the only 

excitement on the horizon, and on the assumption that I had no particular objective for the dneg, 

I went for a stroll along a path that was densely overgrown with all possible varieties of Stazr 

weeds. Such a walk was a usual feature of my evening routine. 

 It was growing dark, and I was basking in the last rays of the setting Athir, which was 

especially magnificent that dneg. Eorin  had already sunk below the horizon so nothing was 7

getting in the way of the second luminary’s single-handed dominance, filling the still Stazrless 

sky with a turquoise glow indicating rain on the way and frost not far behind. There were signs 

of the changing seazons – frosty flakes had fallen ceaselessly throughout the dneg, and though it 

was not yet truly cold, every self-respecting shrub had already armed itself with beautiful fuzz 

against the bracing chill. Before I left the house I threw on a silver parka made of brothataur 

scales, but only because of the ingrained caution instilled in me by my old nanny. 

 An earthly swine that has mutated over time due to Stazrdust.3

 Race originated from terrestrial animals. Possess’ intelligence; most are enslaved.4

 Hierarchical title bestowed upon a member of the lesser race in terms of the Maratadikas. (Slavery-Like 5

relationship where the Maratadat is enslaved.)

 Stazr term referring to minutes in time.6

 First sun to rise; glows a bright pink.7
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 There was not a soul to be seen, as usual, so I walked in pleasant solitude at a pleasant 

pace, with my old leather bag across my shoulders, a seventeenth birthdneg gift from my mother. 

Such a shame that the old bag is no longer with me. The leather one, that is. My dear mama did 

not live to see me enjoy her gift for long; stubbornness and stupidity brought her to the grave. 

This was a shame, of course, but I did not grieve too much. The bag was a sturdy one, and my 

mother and I were not particularly close. I had packed my usual items, the standard walking kit, 

as I called it: a travel journal for notes; a few bitter almonds, which I had stuffed my pockets 

with that morning as I fought my way through the marsh hazel; beautiful peafowl feathers to get 

me into character, because nothing on Stazr ornaments a writer like good writing implements; 

and, of course, a supply of those naughty crystals which are nowhere to be found these dnegs, 

not even in the many potholes you find along the road. 

After I had been walking for about one char, the narrow track opened out into an extensive 

swamp, all covered with yellow blooming duckweed, one of many such places around these parts 

of Stazr. I jumped from mound to mound, got my boots dirty and quietly cursed at the cold, vile 

quagmire and its spiteful release of oppressively odorous bubbles in my wake. 

 Brushing the dirt off my trouser leg, my heart suddenly began to race. In the dusk light, 

literally five paces from me, something was hiding. 

 I was terrified. The area around the white lakes is considered safe, but you never really 

know when some nastiness or other might decide to make you their dinner. I immediately 

reached for my whip — I did not carry a knife on principle — realising that it was time to put my 

defensive skills to the test. I had spent the last few dneg s reading a book about the manufacture 8

and use of whips for self-defence, which I must say had taken a lot of time away from other 

beneficial activities, but I was grateful for those efforts as I uncoiled my incredible whip in all its 

glory before my unknown aggressor. 

 Stazr term referring to days8
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 “Most honourable ratadat , not be rushing to use your weapon against me, for I am 9

meaning you no harm.” From the bushes, with the crunch of dry frost-bitten leaves, there 

emerged a cautious but nevertheless dignified shwine . I hesitated a moment before lowering 10

my whip and squinting to take a closer look. Seazons of reading had rendered my eyesight only 

so-so. “Being sent by the Sy-Rak  family of Treebarad  to speak to you.” 11 12

 His face was laughable, of course, because of his characteristic little shwiny snout, but a 

cute little face like his does not rule out the potential for troublemaking. And shwine have long 

been notorious on Stazr for their crafty ways. 

 To my knowledge, which is not unextensive, they did not enter urban settlements, and 

besides, I was not in the habit of going to great pains to memorise the names of the ruling 

families. I had no idea why they might be searching for me specifically, or how they would even 

know of my existence, so I shrugged my shoulders and replied: 

 “Let’s say I spare you the whip for the time being, little shwine, in exchange you will 

need to explain yourself in more detail.” 

 Hierarchical title bestowed upon a Great in terms of the Maratadikas. (Slavery-like relationship where the Ratadat 9

is the Master.)

 An earthly swine that has mutated over time due to Stazrdust.10

 One of three governing bodies of Treebarad.11

 Large mystical forest city where the first Stazr gate is located.12
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